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NO. In very general terms, a glyph is a specific visual 
representation (defined in a font) of a character.

A character is the smallest component of a written language 
that has semantic value. It refers to the abstract meaning, not a 
specific shape. It is common to refer to characters by their 
codepoint(s), for example “U+0041” is the character “A”.

Character? Glyph? Aren’t they the same?



NO. Some characters are not meant to have a visual 
representation and will not have a visible glyph. In some 
cases, certain multi-character sequences can be 
represented by a single glyph. Furthermore, some single 
characters might be represented by multiple glyphs!

Got it. So every character has a glyph?



“Many to many” is probably the best generic description.

Main point: relationship is not 1:1

1:1



So how do we get from character to glyph?

0048 0065 006C 006C 
006F 002C 0020 0077 
006F 0072 006C 0064 
0021 0020 0928 092E 
0938 094D 0924 0947 
0020 0926 0941 0928 
093F 092F 093E 0021

Hello, World! 
नमस्ते दिुनया!?

What’s inside the box?



There are several boxes

? ? ? ? ?



(you’ve probably heard of this one)

? ? ? Font ?
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Layout Engine

Layout
Engine

Handles high-level text layout: detecting 
groups of text belonging to the same 
script, line-breaking and flowing of text 
across columns, around images, etc.
UAX #14, UTR #24, UAX #29

https://unicode.org/reports/tr14/
https://unicode.org/reports/tr24/
https://unicode.org/reports/tr29/


BiDi (Bidirectional Text) Engine

BiDi
Engine

Reorders characters so they are in 
the correct reading order for both 
right-to-left scripts such as Arabic 
and Hebrew and left-to-right scripts 
such as Latin and Greek.
UAX #9

https://unicode.org/reports/tr9/


Shaping Engine

Shaping
Engine

Gets the correct glyph shapes and 
glyph positions for the context in 
which the glyphs occur.  Also does 
some glyph reordering (e.g. for Indic 
scripts) at the grapheme level.



Font

Font

A file consisting of several tables for:
●  glyph outlines
●  mapping Unicode characters to glyphs
●  glyph substitutions
●  glyph position information
●  various metrics
●  (and much more)



Font Rasterizer

Font
Rasterizer

Draws glyphs from the font onto 
the screen at the selected size.



A closer look at fonts



Example of a font’s table directory:



Excerpt from the ‘name’ table of a font:



Font-wide vertical metrics (various tables):



cmap – character to glyph mapping table:



Glyph (image)



Glyph (outline)



Glyph (rasterized & enlarged)



GSUB (Glyph SUBstitution) lookup example (‘liga’ – ligatures)



GPOS (Glyph POSitioning) example (‘mark’ – mark placement)
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A closer look at the other parts



Layout Engine – script breaks: excerpt from Scripts.txt



Layout Engine – word breaks



Layout Engine – line breaks



Layout Engine – sentence breaks



BiDi Engine



BiDi Engine



➔ Uses results of Layout & BiDi
➔ Resolves characters to glyphs using font data
➔ Applies font rules for glyph substitution & positioning
➔ Might need to iterate since glyph changes can affect position
➔ Passes result (glyph array + positioning information) to rasterizer

Shaping Engine
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Putting it all together – simple Arabic
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Putting it all together – Indic shaping
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Putting it all together – mark positioning









Character ≠ glyph

1:1


